INTRODUCTION
A power inversion adaptive array [ for m = 1 for m l I .
(1)
We express an N-dimensional offset weight vector as WO, i.e., WV = lfwo W2o. WNJI (2) where T denotes transpose.
We assume that only a narrowband desired signal and thermal noise are present in the array. We express the desired signal power per element as Pd. Moreover where the asterisk and the I denote complex conjugate and an N x N identity matrix, respectively [1] . By using the matrix inversion identity [5] , the output SNR is given by output SNR= Pd dVi W2IlPn WTW*
where S = Pd'P,Z the desired signal-to-noise ratio per element (input SNR), and g = G P,,, the normalized loop gain.
As may be seen from (6), in a case where no interference signal is present, it is desirable that the loop gain g is low. This is because lower values of g prevent the array from nulling the desired signal. Lower values of g, however, yield poorer interference protection [1] . Then it is important to obtain the upper bound of the loop gain which produces the required minimum output SNR when no interference signal is present.
Let the required minimum output SNR be A. Then output SNR -A must hold. In order to simplify the calculation, we introduce h defined as h = g/(g + 1).
It is easily seen that h is a monotone increasing function of g and that 0 < h < 1 holds since g > 0.
Solving (7) with respect to h by use of (6) and (8), we obtain the following results:
(1) When S . A, (7) does not hold for h > 0. This means that when S c A, the required minimum output SNR is not achieved for any loop gain.
( (10) is the upper bound of the loop gain.
If h_ >-1, there is no finite upper bound of g. This means that any value of the loop gain is allowable to achieve the output SNR -A.
Equation (10) is the upper bound of g for a given input SNR. Now we consider the upper bound of g over a given dynamic range of the input SNR. Assume that the input SNR varies from S' to S". Also, assume that S' > A holds. Then (7) must be satisfied for S' '-S ' S".
Consequently, the lowest value of g, for S' ' S ' S" is the allowable upper bound of the loop gain over the whole dynamic range of the input SNR. Differentiating (9) The general signal form assumed by the author is depicted in Fig. 1 and is given by (5) is the complex ambiguity function of the elemental signal so(t) of (1), v = -fO+T is the target Doppler shift, and w0 = 2 Tafo is the radian frequency of the carrier upon which (1) is modulated. Equation (4) implies assumptions that the target range rate satisfies commonly met constraints |RTI << C/4TOB IRTI << C/2 WoTh 
